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Academic essay plan template

Last updated on Dec. 11, 2020 When you hear word conversations, your first thought might be high-stakes corporate deals or occasional salary discussions with your boss. However, the truth is that every day presents learning opportunities for how to interact, whether you're trying to secure a refund on booking a hotel or whose twist about having it out with your spouse is to make it dishes. In light of the
Covid-19 epidemic, tensions are running particularly high, and you can cope with yourself with more aggressive counterparts who seem almost impossible to find common ground. To help you get started, here are some expert-backed tips on how to interact, especially with people who refuse to play good. If you ever start discussions with the other side before the conversation starts, take some time to
consider the following. Explore possible solutions One of the most important parts of the negotiation process occurs even before it starts: thinking through possible solutions so that you arrive at ready discussions. To take it a step further, hope how the negotiations can go and how you want to respond. For example: If my boss says it's too soon to consider a promotion, I'll highlight my contribution to my
team and the value I've created. By doing your homework ahead of time, not only will you feel more confident, but you will also indicate to your counterpart that you are investing in results. Before the difficult conversation, Susan Hackley, managing director of Harvard Law School's program on conversations, recommends walking through the following questions: What are your hot-button issues? What is
required for you? What is unacceptable? Are you likely to hear from your opponent? How will you react? It's like golf: Jack Nicklaus recommends that golfers take lessons on the most basic skills like catch and alignment. As Hackley writes: [I]f have your setup sound, there's a good chance you'll hit a fairly good shot. Make sure you are ready before you set foot on the golf course. A donor is natural to head
into a conversation focusing on what you stand to achieve. The conversation feels to be repugnant, and we worry about winning or losing. Take as much as you can, right? However, research has shown that being generous during the conversation can be a sign of intelligence. In addition, these smarter people, who call New York Times contributor Adam Grant, tend to make their counterparts better
negotiators, too. The most successful negotiators cared about the success of the other party as much as their own, Grant writes. Beginning from a place of generosity – focused on how you can meet the needs of your counterpart and not just satisfy yourself – can prove beneficial to both sides of the negotiation, and not to mention, help in the form of stronger, more harmonious long-term relationships. Once
you are in the middle of the process during the conversation, help to move it in a positive direction For to focus on the following. tell the price In a conversation to uncover the title's hidden motivations, most people focus on their purpose and what they're going to say. However, according to experts, listening is even more important for both parties to discover the best solutions. Ex F. B negotiator Chris Voss
explains: We like to say that the key to flexibility is that you are not so sure of what you want you will not take something better. If you're focusing on numbers, you're not looking at other possibilities. Let's say you're taking on extra childcare duties and want to ask your supervisor for more flexible hours. Initially, your supervisor refuses. You can assume that he is inappropriate, but only by asking and
listening questions you can discover his reasoning and try to find an alternative solution that is mutually satisfactory. Maybe he trusts you to handle a certain responsibility; Or maybe he's run into problems with increasing flexibility to employees in the past. Before you throw your hands up and walk away from the negotiating table, figuratively or a little deeper than IRL may be worth it. His book included his
counterpart in finding a solution, not getting past: Interacting with difficult people, William Ury, co-founder of Harvard Law School's program on interaction, offers a great way to deal with tough bargaining. He proposed changing the game from face-to-face confrontations as well as in problem-solving, restructuring the alignment of a typical conversation. Imagine that there are two teams working toward the
same goal: a compromise. When you deal with a hostile negotiator, they're likely to reject any initial offer. However, if you offer them the opportunity to find options and solutions together, you may wonder how they let their guard down and participate in the problem solving process. For example, let's say you want to convince your boss that your company should change its software, and your sights are set to
a particular option. If your boss tends to change stonewall, especially when someone else has suggested, try to offer some options and work through logic for each. Focus on the bigger picture and emphasize how your proposal will advance the goals of the organization. Instead of presenting the same idea, which can be knocked out with a simple no, allows your counterpart to come to a solution on its own
- with some gentle nudge towards the one you chose earlier. Keeping aggression at bay is a major misunderstanding in the business world, and it's this: You have a hard bargain to get ahead. If your counterpart is aggressive, you're better and even more aggressive. But guess what? Research has shown that aggression, in fact, doesn't help any party in a negotiation at all. A recent study found that anger
— both mutual anger (when the other party is angry at you) and intrapersonal anger (being angry at the other party) — for less profitable results in the negotiation process Done. Inch Inch The word: Neither party interacts as well when a person is angry. Instead, try to keep your cool, or as William Ury describes it: Get into the balcony. That means [taking] yourself mentally to a place where you can look
down objectively at the controversy and plan your feedback. By removing your feelings from the situation, you can move more productively and, hopefully, diffuse a high stress situation. Last-ditch attempts If nothing is working and it seems as if everyone has been lost, use these techniques to get things back on track. Loop in others sometimes, despite our best efforts, our negotiating counterpart refused to
play well. Maybe they're a deliberately tough bargain or just plain stubborn. That's when it's time to loop others into the process. You may be wondering: How will it help? For starters, often, a difficult person is likely to be on better behavior when held accountable by more than one person. What's more, whether you cc: relevant people (but don't pay attention to CC: anyone) or invite third parties to the
meeting, you are making a record of your good faith efforts to come to an agreement. Maintain the relationship whatever you're negotiating with, chances are they could have an impact on your life — whether it's the pace of your career, the success of a trade deal, or just the hotel room you'll be staying in for the weekend. It pays for them to conclude a conversation, even a failed one, by reminding their
counterpart of their respect. A genuine sense of admiration, or even a little light-hearted, can go a long way. As former F. B negotiator Chris Voss advises: Never mean someone who can hurt you by doing nothing. If you are good, they will be happy to do whatever they can for you. A playful, pleasant attitude gives you latitude. You can't pick up or get into the hotel room, but maybe something else can be
done, even if that means just a more favorable result next time. Hopefully, these strategies can help you make your next conversation more successful and less stressful for both parties. On more tips on how to interact, Photo Credit: LinkedIn Sales Navigator is a document outlining high-level marketing goals through unsplash.com marketing plans and a step-by-step strategy to achieve them. These
marketing plans usually include sections such as buyer personality, a unique price proposition and distribution channel. Marketing plans help businesses across all industries in that they have a way to achieve clear goals and measure marketing success. Both planning and implementation of a small business marketing plan can be time-consuming. When time is limited, small businesses can turn to a full
marketing agency like Hibu for help. Hibu specializes in small business marketing, helping to create brand awareness and build a customer base for an initial fee starting at $400, then followed by $100/month. Starting with Hibu Click here for . Visit Hibu 4 Free Marketing Plan Templates A The plan template includes all the important sections of the marketing plan, with the ability for businesses to fill specific
information for their budgets, goals, and strategies. This includes sections for the company's strengths and weaknesses, target market and costs. The plans below include all the main elements of the marketing campaign, as well as additional plans suitable for various distribution channels. General marketing plan templates For general marketing purposes, a business should use the template below as a
starting point for mapping strategies, goals, and distribution methods. Costs and target markets are included as well. Social Media Marketing Plan Template A social media marketing plan includes the initial target-setting steps of a general marketing plan, but focuses on smaller, more media-forward content and distribution on social channels. Email marketing plan templates include one-stop campaigns in
email marketing, as well as drip marketing and auto-responders. Content will be a significant difference in this template, focusing on form copy and images for a long time. Blog Marketing Plan Template The success of a blog marketing plan depends on the regular production of expert website content (short and long form) on regular cadence. This template will give marketers the opportunity to map that
content and track its success. The basic sections of a general marketing plan A marketing plan begins with general information about your marketing and the research around it, including your strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threat (SWOT) analysis; Your unique value proposition (how your product and/or services are stacked out of competition), and your goals, and then folds into special
distribution channels to target a specific type of marketing or audience. SWOT Analysis A SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis determines what strengths and weaknesses can cause opportunities when working toward your marketing goals. To collect relevant SWOT information, interview both your customer service team and your customers. Start by contacting your
customer service department and collecting information about customer complaints and general feedback. Together, these indicate potential business vulnerabilities as well as customer preferences for competing brands (threats to your business). Some of the questions you can ask your employees: In your opinion, what are the strengths of our company and product? How can we improve them? What are
the weaknesses of our products or company? How can we eliminate them? What competitors do you think offer better products or services and why? How do you think we can outperform them to improve our products or services? Similarly, use customer survey tools such as Freshmarketer to gather insights into your strengths, including why customers prefer your products over competitors and which
products or services they find most useful. Some questions that you have to do with your clients May ask: Why you prefer to buy Our company? What problems do our products or services solve for you? Which of our products or services do you find most useful? Which of the following companies have you purchased? (List of competitors.) What types of products or services have you purchased from them?
(List of product categories.) Why did you buy your products over us? As you focus on your strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats, document them in the template above. Each of these checks helped determine your biggest opportunities — both to address vulnerabilities/vulnerabilities. These will help you make concrete goals later in the marketing plan. Marketing Plan SWOT Analysis Template
Unique Value Extension (ULP) A unique value extension extension (ULP) is a statement that defines what your company stands above competition in terms of solving customer pain points. This should be a key component of all your marketing campaigns and therefore be written to address your customers, not just as an internal goal. Use your SWOT analysis information and the questions below to help
determine your ULP. To help you determine your ULP, answer the following questions: What makes our company better than competition? What enables my company and its products and services to better solve customer pain points? What evidence do we have that we are better at meeting the needs of customers? Using your answers to the questions above, create a description with two to three
sentences that you can use for marketing purposes. For your reference, below is Hibu's value proposition as it appears on its website. Make sure your customers are very familiar with your ULP, if not all, advertising and marketing materials included. Hibu's Unique Value Proposition Buyer Personality is a buyer personality a profile you have created that includes all the features of your ideal customer. It is
based on research into your current profitable customers. Most companies have three and five buyer personalities among them, each of which highlights a different potential audience for their products/products. To create your buyer's personality, review your website analytics and customer data, then outline demographics, potential behavior and intent. Buyer Personality Research Benefits from three to five
customer personalities for the smallest mid-sized businesses to ensure they are adequately talking to all customer interests and needs. You can start researching your general buyer personality in your website's analytics audience report, then answer the questions below. To learn more about the most popular analytics tools, read our guide on Google Analytics. You can also use your Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) software or ask your salesperson for a detailed customer list that addresses these questions. B2C buyer personality when consumer for business To describe an individual consumer buyer's personality, include their demographics, characteristics like behavior included And the intent to buy. These will create a profile that you can use when creating effective marketing campaigns. Here
are the questions you should ask to define your B2C buyer personality: Demographics: What are their age, gender, locations, educational background, and income brackets of your ideal client? Behavior patterns: How often does your ideal customer buy your products and what channels do they use to buy from you? Intent: What are the pain points that drive customers to buy from you? What do they expect
to accomplish with your products or services? B2B Buyer Personality If your business sells to other businesses, consider their professional motivations and characteristics, including their industries, personal expertise, professional roles, pain points, company size, budget and decision-making power. Here are the questions you should answer to define your B2B buyer personality: Industry: If you serve a
variety of businesses, what industries are your targeted personalities in? Expertise: What are their fields and levels of expertise? Business roles: What titles/roles do they currently have? Pain points: What types of problems do they deal with in their professional roles? Company size: Do they show a person or do they have 10 or 50 employees? Budget: How much money do they have for your products or
services? Power: What is your level of professional decision-making power? Who might they have to explain to trade with you on a long and short-term basis? After answering the questions above, enter your information in the appropriate boxes in the template. Each box is designed for a buyer's personality; It is recommended that you use all three, and label each personality with a name for a clear identity.
Buyer Personality Template S. M.A.R.T. The goal now is it's time to compile your data to help create marketing goals. Based on the data you collect – specifically, your strength, opportunity and buyer personality – next year as a company with two to four specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound(s. Create m.a.art goals. Make sure they are viable for each by answering the questions below.
These S. To Confirm Each Goal. The answer to M.A.R.T questions is actionable and achievable: Is it specific? Use actionable words to describe what you will accomplish. Can this be achieved? Describe how this can be achieved given your resources, expertise and the general state of your business. Is it relevant? What does your company have to offer and does it benefit your business in some way? In
which time frame do you expect the goal to be met? Specifically, what dates or deadlines do you expect to meet your goal? S.M.A.R.T. Target Development is an important part of creating a marketing plan as it will give your company concrete objectives to achieve. S.M.A.R.T To learn more about, best s. for small businesses. Read our article on M.A.A.R.T. Target example. Smart goals explained Channels
are platforms for publishing your distribution channel marketing content that help you reach your goals. The basic channels for small businesses are email, social media and blogs. Each one has different use cases and is valuable for different content types. Consider the three below to determine what's best for your goals, then map the content to fit your chosen distribution channels. Social media pew
research shows that social media marketing reaches a large audience - up to 18 to 50-year-olds. And because social media is an organic sharing medium, it works best to help businesses build brand awareness. Once this awareness is created, businesses can introduce buyers to other marketing channels such as blogs or websites. If you're seeking to create brand awareness, consider teaching videos,
user-generated content and educational posts. Pew Research Social Media Demographics Here are the popular content-types for social media marketing: Teaching Videos: Teaching Videos help you turn your powers into something that your target audience can engage in your life to solve your problems. They can also clarify misconceptions about your brand or help you showcase new product features.
User-generated content: User-generated content – which demonstrates how your products or services have already solved buyer's problems – serves as a demonstration of what you can do for your followers. Educational Posts: Educational posts allow you to demonstrate your industry expertise and educate your following on industry trends and development. With the right coming from these running
positions, you can show how your products fit in with new trends. Overall, your social media content should be aimed at educating potential customers about your products or services so that they can develop an interest in them. Once they're interested, you can push them to other platforms with more information about what you offer – including your website or blog. According to HubSpot, 73% of
millennials prefer to receive business communications via email and 99% of consumers check their emails daily. Because email marketing requires customers to opt-in, it's best for companies that have already generated interest in their company among buyers and want to encourage sales. For this reason, consider email content types that focus on lead nutrition, such as welcome emails, product updates,
and drip campaigns. Here are the most popular types of email content: Welcome Email: Welcome email should be triggered after someone subscribes to your email campaigns. To sign up people, it's up to you to know directly why they signed up and what you can offer. For example, if If you have signed up to receive a free e-book through the website landing page, you can send them e-book links. Product
updates: These emails share information about how your company is improving your products or services, and address vulnerabilities noted by users. Digital Newspapers: If Your If you have signed up for your newsletter through your blog, they hope to possibly blog content in return. Send them your latest blog posts that demonstrate your brand's strength or expertise. Event invitations: If your goal is to
boost store sales, an event invitation allows you to bring email list customers to the store. But, these aren't just the types of invitations you can send. By inviting people to question-and-answer sessions with online webinars or on-staff experts, you can raise brand awareness and encourage sales. Co-marketing email: Co-marketing emails are emails that you've partnered with other brands to create and
promote. These help you reach a new audience and therefore promote brand awareness, leads and/or sales by getting your content in front of customers of another company. Drip Campaign/Lead-Nutrition Campaign: Lead nutrition or drip campaigns are usually a means of guiding people to shopping from the interest/evaluation phase of the sales cycle. These types of campaigns help people know why
your company's products and services are better than others in the market. If your marketing goal is to boost sales, this type of campaign is appropriate. Seasonal campaigns: Seasonal campaigns with unique, time-limited offers are a good option if your goal is to boost sales during a particular time of year. The urgency of these offers compels customers to take action and buy. Product
recommendations/abandoned cart emails: When customers enter their email during the online checkout process, you can use it to promote products related to the products(s) they purchase. Similarly, if they've started the checkout process, but haven't followed through shopping, you can remind them via email. This increases the likelihood that they will return to the site and complete the checkout process.
Generally, email marketing content should nurture leads with welcome emails, promotions and drip campaigns to promote product awareness and encourage shopping. Done correctly, email marketing can lead potential customers from the awareness phase through the evaluation phase and basically into the purchase phase. Blog Blog is best for sharing in-depth content to demonstrate the company's
expertise or help customers explore products or services. 99Firms reports that 77% of Internet users regularly read blogs and 70% of consumers prefer to receive company information through a blog article rather than an ad. This makes blogging an important component of any marketing plan. Consider producing blog content like case studies, roundups and idea leadership to reach your goals. Here are
the content types that typically get high engagement on company blogs: Case Studies: Case Studies demonstrate a particular example of a company's product or service in use, and how that example product Insights provided/provided Consider talking to happy customers about whether they will be willing to help you with a case study to showcase your example Success. Roundup: Roundup brings
together expertise from diverse sources on the same subject. For the highest engagement, it's best to discuss content that hasn't been published elsewhere. Roundups demonstrate the deep connection of a business with executives in their industry, who demonstrate their own authority by association. Thought Leadership: Thought leadership pieces are written by industry professionals who discuss popular
topics or concepts, offer their own assessments of them and how they should be applied to customers' lives or the industry as a whole. Although these articles rarely exhibit original concepts, they show business founders are leaders who are better prepared to change their industry. Basic concepts: Basic concepts are new ideas that create businesses that have not yet been discussed. When a business can
show customers they not only have a firm understanding on current best practices or knowledge, but they are creating new ideas, they become a high-profile standard bearer for an entire business sector. Original Research: The original research is a compilation of data collected about a particular subject which is often the result of a study conducted by a company. Research compilation and publishing
provides it a resource customers will have to work hard to collect on their own. Not only is this of value to the consumer, but it feeds the company's ongoing research and development. Broadly speaking, content that hasn't been published elsewhere is the most successful for the blog. With this original content regularly featured on a company blog, customers should know that they don't reference it often to
make valuable content available elsewhere. Many companies also use this content to engage followers on social media; In fact, 66% of marketers use blog content in their social media content. Once you've set up your distribution channel plans once you've tracked your marketing success, you'll have to decide how you'll track the success of your efforts. There are many tools available to help, including
customer relationship management (CRM) software, heatmaps, funnel analysis software and analytics software. Review the tracking tool for each distribution channel below to help you set up accurate analytics. Measurable actions for social media action and social media marketing may include filling out landing page forms, becoming a new follower or clicking on links to learn more. Start by reviewing your
main goal – brand awareness, lead nutrition or sales – then set related action and choose the best tracking method. Here are the main social media marketing goals and tasks, as well as tracking guidance: Brand Awareness: Building Brand Awareness means increasing the number of people who know about your brand and its products and services. To promote brand awareness, partner with influencers in
your niche for a how-to-create video or contest. It's your profile And promote on influencer. Track how many new followers you earn as you run the campaign. lead lead Learning nutrition means pushing those who are likely to buy closer to sales. For example, you can run a campaign on social media, in which people can be asked to click on the link, then enter your email address to get a free product. Make
it fun by providing a prize for participants and make sure it's a prize that your buyers will appreciate. Then, use website tracking tools such as Freshmarketer to track entries. In-person sales: You can drive more people into the store to buy products or services by promoting in-store events, discounts or specials on social media. To track it correctly, just provide details on a social media channel, then track
how many people appear. Collect your email addresses in the store, then add in a CRM for future leadership nutrition. While there are plenty of tools that can help you track social media campaigns, you'll definitely need CRM to help gather email addresses and measure engagement. Learn more about how CRM software can help you track customer interactions with your brand as a result of your social
media marketing efforts in our ultimate guide on CRM software. Email action and tracking with social media marketing, you'll need to highlight your main email campaign goals, pair them with a set, measurable action, then track engagement to determine the success of the campaign. Email tracking software shows you how visitors interact with campaigns. Here are some common email marketing goals
and metrics to track them: Brand Awareness: You can track brand awareness via email open rate, share and social media share link clicks. This tracking information should be available in your CRM, or in a separate email marketing platform such as constant contacts. Lead generation: You can track lead generation by determining how many users you send in full in email campaigns and which fields they
complete in those forms. Purchase/Upsell/Abandoned Cart Redemption: You can track the purchase how many people now click on the Buy button. Just to verify these people followed through with purchases by using tools like Freshmarketer to determine if they went all the way to confirm the purchase/purchase. Review Boost: If you've sent an email that asked people to review a product or your business,
you can track how many people clicked the Write a review button in your email. Event attendance: Track how many people clicked the RSVP or Register Now button, then compare with the actual RSVP information. Any discrepancies can indicate problems with your registration/RSVP form. To look in-depth at how to track your email marketing efforts using software such as frequent contacts Read our
guide on how to use constant contacts for email marketing. Also, don't forget to use tools like Freshmarketer to track on-website tasks done as a result of your email marketing campaigns. With blog action and tracking social media and email, a marketing plan focused on the blog will require set goals, tasks and tracking Set your goals and actions, then set up tools like Google Analytics and Freshmarketer
that can show you how the wizards interact with your content and if they perform the final conversion action as a result. Here are some common actions and metrics to track around your blog posts: Social Shares: Understanding where and how often people share your posts, you can get a better understanding of the types of posts that help create brand awareness, then create more of them. This
information is typically available through Google Analytics. Traffic source: When you know where blog traffic comes from, you can run campaigns to promote your content on those channels to drive more traffic to your blog. Because many blog posts help you log people in from the brand awareness phase to the interest and assessment stages, this metric – also accessible on Google Analytics – is great for
tracking customer admissions in these steps. Top viewed posts: This metric helps you understand the content that drives the most traffic to your website. By looking at which of your posts is most popular, you may like it more to increase website traffic and ultimately increase sales. New customers: Ultimately, businesses run marketing campaigns to run sales. A funnel analysis tool like Freshmarketer can
help you determine the popular posts people read before you buy the product on your website. Knowing this, you can give that content a greater boost and like it more to boost sales. When you can set up funnel analysis using Google, non-tech savvy small businesses will find it easier to understand the results using paid funnel analysis tools such as installing it and freshmarketers. Marketing Plan Tools
Digital Marketing requires various tools to research, distribute and track the performance of your marketing campaigns. Consider receiving or signing up for the tools and services most often needed to implement a digital marketing plan, including website hosting and email hosting plans, search engine optimization tools, website tracking and analytics software, and email marketing automation software.
Technology Options Marketing Plan Template section Here are the top marketing plan tools to help you get started: Bluehost: For $2.95/month, Bluehost offers 50GB of storage to store your website files, as well as a free domain name, one-click WordPress installation, and a free SSL certificate to ensure that your website can safely process customer data. Constant contacts: Provides frequent contact
email marketing software that allows you to create website contact forms, collect customer contact information, market them through drip campaigns, and track your campaign performance. Its small business plan starts at $20/month. SEO Earthquake: This One Search Engine Optimization is the tool that allows you to analyze major webpage SEO metrics so you can boost your website's ranking in search
engines. Metrics you can research and track include internal and external linking, Google Search Engine Results Page (SERP) Domain comparison (for competitive analysis), keyword difficulty, and social media engagement. Freshmarketer: Freshmarketer is a conversion rate optimization (CRO) tool, which you can use to understand how website widgets interact with your content and who converts them
to. The tools offered include A/B testing, heatmaps, visitor session recording, funnel analysis capabilities, website visitor poll and form analysis. Plans with limited features are free but there are more robust plans that include all these tools are $99/month. Google Analytics: A leading analytics tool used by both individuals and businesses, Google Analytics easily plugs into your website and allows you to
gather information about users and their browsing behavior on your site. Google Analytics is free for all users, but you need a Google Account to use the platform. 3 Pro Tips provide a clear way to achieve business set goals to make the most of your marketing plan marketing plans. To succeed, a marketing plan should start with distribution channels and content with a clear profile of your target markets that
meet their needs. We reached out to marketing professionals to gather tips that help you do this. Here are three tips from professionals for creating a successful marketing plan: One disadvantage I see is the routine of bowing to so many small businesses to add new content to just the same old marketing plan that they've used for the past decade. They can change a number here or consider a campaign
there. However, channels and tactics remain unchanged. The most successful businesses challenge themselves every year to try new strategies, explore new channels, and push the limits with their marketing efforts. When creating a marketing plan, the most important thing to understand is that all media components work together. To get the most out of your marketing dollars, you must have a defined
target audience so you can find the right media channel to display your message. An effective marketing plan always involves an SEO plan with it because SEO overlaps with many important areas of marketing. SEO can help increase the quality of online attendance, improve results and development strategy, address speed and mobile optimization, and become part of a technical audit. If SEO plans and
marketing plans aren't in line, their actual potential can't be reached. Bottom line – Free marketing plan templates have documented the overall marketing goals of the business in a small business marketing plan and the strategies to implement to achieve them. Components of this plan include S.W.O.T. analysis, S.M.A.R.T. goals, customer personality profiles, a UWP and results of distribution channels.
Given the length and complexity of the document, many small business owners guide them in putting these goals together Let's use the templates. Unfortunately, the planning and implementation of a marketing plan can be very time-consuming for small businesses with limited employees and budgets. Hibu Hibu to break those times and labor shortages; For an initial fee of as little as $400 and a
$100/month maintenance fee, it offers a full staff of small business marketing experts that create and implement marketing plans around their customers' goals. Click here to start with Hibu. Visit Hibu Hibu
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